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At their Llandudno dwelling, the Baird family relax on the 
balau deck beside the pool with their two Vizslas. India Baird 
designed the sun lounger which was made by Mark Miller 
(markmiller.co.za). Zola (bottom right)is sitting in a chair from 
Mid-Century Modern (021-447-1187). OPPOSITE Decorative 
and durable balau panelling covers and protects several of  
the exterior walls.
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S urprisingly, it wasn’t only the location – fabled soft white 
sands set among boulders beneath a dramatic mountain 
backdrop – that appealed to India Baird when she first set 

eyes on this Llandudno cottage. It was also the light.  
‘This house is bright, even on the wettest, darkest winter day, 

says the nomadic human rights lawyer from New York who first 
moved to Cape Town with her husband Peter 23 years ago, and  
has relocated back and forth several times. ‘The extraordinary 
light is one of the things I miss most when I leave Cape Town.’

The wood-panelled house was designed by a surfer who loved  
to entertain – rather like Peter Baird himself, who hops into 
the sea every day, no matter what the weather, when he’s not 
somewhere in Africa on business. Though it was built about 15 
years ago, it still has a grittily contemporary feel, with exposed 
wooden ceiling trusses and generous amounts of glass revealing 
the spectacular scenery.  

The ‘wow’ factor kicks in the minute you catch sight of that  
dark turquoise sea stretching to the horizon. It’s one of the 
reasons Llandudno is one of Cape Town’s most exclusive areas. 

The other is the fact that there are no shops here, or streetlights 
and commercial buildings. It’s a unique and stunning spot – a 
purely residential area nestled on the slopes beneath Little Lions 
Head and Judas Peak, and reached by one road only. In summer, 
India says, they open up the doors and windows and live outside. 

Unlike some of the mansions built along this sought-after 
Atlantic seaboard, the Bairds’ home is not grandly imposing. 
Instead it radiates warmth. Filled with unusual objets gathered 
by this roving family during various missions abroad, it has soul. 
You feel it immediately. Before moving back to South Africa five 
years ago, they travelled around the world for a year looking for the 
perfect place to live. ‘We had sold, given away, or stored all of our 
possessions,’ says India. ‘We wanted to find a home that allowed us 
to continue living a simpler lifestyle, and Cape Town won.’

Now the couple’s bedroom window allows them to check the surf 
conditions for Peter and the mountain conditions for India, a trail 
runner, without even getting out of bed. ‘We love falling asleep 
to the sound of the waves and watching the moon rise over the 
mountain or the sun set over the waves. Heaven,’ says India.
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FROM FAR LEFT Guests always gather around 
the built-in sideboard in the kitchen where 

India is standing with Talullah; the distressed 
blue trestle table in the entrance hall she 

found at Weylandts (weylandts.co.za) and 
the orange rhino head was made by a street 

crafter out of Talullah’s empty Fanta cans. 
One of Italian photographer Massimo Vitali’s 
beach scenes, complete with sun bathers of 
all shapes and sizes, hangs on the wall. Blue 

protea bowls on the table were designed  
by Rock Girl students; wall panelling in  

the sun lounge connects this space with  
the pool. The Turkish ikat cushions on the  

built-in sofa are from Pezula Interiors  
(pezulainteriors.co.za) and the coffee table 
from Cécile & Boyd (cecileandboyds.com). 

The shell and beads lampshade on the 
wooden base was designed by Suzie Lightfoot 

and made by Katundu on Likomo Island in 
Lake Malawi (katundu.net). It stands on a 
Weylandts tree stump; a rocky mountain 

facade peaks out above the property. 

She says most of their decor items tell a story about their past or 
hope for the future. The paintings are all by South African artists, 
while the photographs are by India or local and international 
photographers she’s worked with. The furniture and rugs 
were generally made for them, or found on one of their trips. 

‘Our home contains things from around the world,’ she says,  
‘as well as a few modern classics such as an Eames chair and 
Saarinen table, which I hope our children will pass on to their 
children one day. Given the extreme need of so many in South 
Africa and around the world, we try to keep our home simple, 
beautiful, and comfortable. It’s a haven, not a palace.’

Her daughter Talullah, nine, has her own secret nook. It’s  
one of Porky Hefer’s human nests and it hangs on the stoep. 
Talullah fell in love with it when she saw it in the designer’s  
studio one day when her mother was working with Porky on  
a project for Rock Girl, the organisation India founded to  
provide safe spaces for girls and women. ‘She wanted a tree house, 
but this is even better,’ India says. ‘It’s her own safe space to read 
and hang out with friends – something everyone needs.’ 
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ABOVE, LEFT Classics in the living area are Achille and Pier Giacomo 
Castiglioni’s Arco lamp suspended over an Eames lounge chair and 
ottoman; alongside are Haldane Martin’s award-winning Zulu Mama 

chairs. The photos are Roger Horrocks’ underwater series shot in the 
Okavango Delta. The white patchwork cowhide carpet is from the 

States. ABOVE Talullah loves her Porky Hefer nest, one of only two 
Porky made using recycled tyres (animal-farm.co.za). OPPOSITE 

Exposed trusses add to the feeling of space in the living area, where 
Little Lion’s Head is visible through the window under the ceiling. 

Talullah and her brother, Zola, 15, are now enjoying staying put 
in one place, especially since Llandudno is a favourite summer 
gathering spot for friends, and they can have dogs, two beloved 
Hungarian Vizslas Saffron and Zelda. ‘It’s a wonderful breed 
that is extremely family-friendly,’ says India. ‘Doesn’t shed, and 
loves to run and swim. Ideal dogs for our lifestyle and home!’  
Rock Girl, rockgirlsa.org
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FROM ABOVE LEFT Zola showers after an 
early morning surf; the bath sits on wooden 

stands in the bedroom and overlooks 
Llandudno’s deep turquoise sea. The towel 

basket is from the Babylonstoren farm 
shop (babylonstoren.com). OPPOSITE The 

bed was designed by India and made by 
Mark Miller, and the blanket is by Renée 

Roussouw for Mr Price Home’s Colab 
Collection (mrphome.co.za). The bedside 

table is from Andrew Barr at Espresso Design 
(021-422-5283) and the blue glass vase from 

Pezula Interiors. 

india and peter’s HOMe trUtHs 
summer nights in Llandudno are magical. We usually end the days 
with walks and a sunset surf before falling asleep to the sound of the 
waves. the first thing i do when i get home is take off my shoes and 
head for the beach for a walk with my dogs and children. Our summer 
entertaining style is lots of parties. The season kicks off with our 
annual Halloween party on the street, and our house is usually full every 
weekend with visiting friends and family, and neighbours. My best piece 
of decor advice is trust yourself. Don’t let someone else create your 
home for you. Gather things that reflect who you are and how you live, 
instead of how someone wants you to appear to live. the most bizarre 
decor item i’ve ever bought is the life-size wooden skeleton in our foyer. 
I found him at a street market in Cape Town and bought him for Peter’s 
birthday. I’ve never seen another one like him, and he has travelled the 
world with us for 17 years. When it rains, you can still smell the wood 
smoke from wherever he was created. Our best travel destinations 
are anywhere off the beaten track, with no cell service, like Namibia or 
Madagascar (India); or anywhere that challenges the senses and makes 
you feel alive like Lagos or India (Peter). the most unpredictable thing 
we’ve ever done was to take a year off to travel around the world. We 
were two days from moving across the United States, and a week from 
finalising the sale of a new home when we decided to spend a year 
together on the road. It was the best decision of our lives. 
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